OVERHEAD CONCEALED FIXED SIDELITE TRACKLESS
UL 1784 SMOKE CERTIFIED NARROW STILE SINGLE SLIDE
DOOR SYSTEM

NOTES:

STANDARD PACKAGE CONSISTS OF:

- STANDARD FINISH: CLASS 1, .018MM, CLEAR- AA-M12C22A41
- NARROW STILE RAILS
- 1/4" GLASS STOPS AND BLOCKS
- NURSE ASSIST MAGNETIC CATCHES
- POSITIVE LATCHING
- SELF-CLOSING, SEE SHEET AA-2 FOR DETAILS
- CONCEALED SWEEPS
- SMOKE RATED SEALS

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:

- SPECIAL FINISHES
- PACKAGE WILL ACCEPT UP TO 1 1/4" [31.8]
- INSULATED GLASS, SEE SHEET AA-13 FOR DETAILS
- 7" & 10" BOTTOM RAILS, SEE SHEET AA-14 FOR DETAILS
- MUNTINS, SEE SHEET AA-14 FOR DETAILS
- SEE SHEET OS-1 FOR ALL OTHER OPTIONS.

ASSA ABLOY VERSAMAX ICU
OVERHEAD CONCEALED FIXED SIDELITE TRACKLESS
UL 1784 SMOKE CERTIFIED NARROW STILE SINGLE SLIDE
DOOR SYSTEM

ASSA ABLOY ENTRANCE SYSTEMS
1900 AIRPORT ROAD
MONROE, NC 28110
PHONE: 1-866-237-2687
SPECDesk.NA.AAES@ASSAABLOY.COM

**SEALS**: FACTORY APPLIED SEALS USED ON THIS SYSTEM TO SLOW OR RESTRICT PASSAGE OF SMOKE COMPLIES TO ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS: UL1784, ANSI/NFPA105 2007, UBC7-2, PART11, BS5476, UL108, UL10C, BC7-2 PART 1 & BS5476.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:

- SPECIAL FINISHES
- PACKAGE WILL ACCEPT UP TO 1 1/4" [31.8]
- INSULATED GLASS, SEE SHEET AA-13 FOR DETAILS
- 7" & 10" BOTTOM RAILS, SEE SHEET AA-14 FOR DETAILS
- MUNTINS, SEE SHEET AA-14 FOR DETAILS
- SEE SHEET OS-1 FOR ALL OTHER OPTIONS.